
Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
12/107 

Carl Oglesby 
Bob gets 
Aesassinition Information Bureau 
1322 18 St., NW 
Washington, B.C. 200% 
Dear Bot4, 

In your appearance on Good MoreingAxeries this week you referred to FIX record reflecting that a surgeon had given the FBI larger fragments than have been *wonted for in the official account. It is not unlikely that therie can be records showing sore frage saute than the 1 admits. These records and other similar to than can be of significance in one of Wf NIA sate, the longest-running of all, for the scientifia tests. I'd apprec-iate copies of them and anything at all relating to them or such evideeco. I believe there should also be records of interviews with the sedioal people not in the 4 records, sunk as the Bethesda staff. 
It is not possible for me to either bey those records or to get to the FBI to examine them. 
While I cannot explain the entire legal situation in this twee I think it will be comprehensible that any record can be of significance in court if you vexhuldeekthet first we did exercise discovery by emotion of the court and ereldriag the FBI withheld can be important; second, we have an exceptional mandate fron the appeals court on remand, to establish the existence or the non-existence of the records sought in theta-Koala interest; and that one of the means by which we sought to approach this is by establish-  that records should exist but have not been provided. 
To be able to develop what oculd be adisissable en the last point I pointed Berl Ools toward Dr. Shaw and **LIME' what Dr. Shaw could say. He did say exactly that, as I pre-sume you kuow from the stories of several months ago. Nurse Audrey Bell Add Trooper Mar. boson added to what Use stated. 
Tice question still before the courts after all these years is oempliemem. Any record of the nature you indicated can be relevant if not important, especially as it can bear conceive for withholding and nosoccuplianos. 
ite I'm sure you are also swage the "solutions" of the FBI and the Secret Service, IMAM& of each other end not in precise accord on details  are quite different than the later notion adopted by the WC. toy record now released bearing on this cashew. a nueber of lAportames. One enable um to reopen the case if we lose on ;weal by "new evidence." There should bemire br abort and 004111. particularly of a becie-ohannel nature. Yen say recall that I printed proof of this in Post Morten. I guess this really mesas that any record relatimg to the shooting, ballistics, tests end medical people or evidence can be of signitionnoe in court. At is er belief, shared by Tim Leger and Howard Roffman. that the courts ;Twigs a viable mews of establishing truth. We also hove another cane ineelwing the still-withheld executive sessions. This also is an appeal. The session of 1/21/64 included material an defeetors. That of 6/2t/64 dealt with. Nosseke. The 5/19/64 was on Jell and ledlidh Yogi wonted then fixed. Se earthing relevant to these subjects or the executive sessions can be of help in that °sae. Also re-cords relating to the FerdeFBI relationship. I knew there are such records. If you would like to use it I printed some in facsimile in WWII. I presume you are aware of WWII, and what Paul Hood did forme in *espartos the reality with Ford's misses* of the 1/27/64 transcript. If you come seeress records cambial:you think I can be of help call se orb better, send me copies and I'll respond. 

Sincerely, Harold Weinbenf 



CIk
Assassination Information Bureau 

 1322 18th STREET NW, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 (202) 857-0017 

October 28, 1977 

Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for your letter of October 7. I am teaching 
at the University of Michigan for the Fall Term, despite 
what this letterhead indicates, and won't be back in 
Washington until January. As a result I don't presently 
have access to the AIB research files and can't give you 
specific citations to the material on DeMohrenschildt 
you inquired about. However, as I remember, most of the 
information comes from CD 533 and the rest from the 
other DeMohrenschildt CD's in that series. In particular, 
it is somewhere in CD 533 that the FBI notes that while 
von Maydell was interned during the war as a suspected 
Nazi agent, the government considered using DeMohrenschildt 
as a witness against him. This fact, not previously, noted 

in print, as far as I am aware, casts some doubt on the 
customary interpretation of DeMohrenschildt's wartime 
relationship with Maydell and other alleged Nazi spies. 
Rather than requiring us to view DeMohrenschildt's conspicuousl 
expressed pro-Nazi sympathies as genuine, this information 
rather suggests some anti-Nazi, undercover role for George. 
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You will recall that we talked during the summer about 
some newly released Secret Service documents dealing with 
photographs of the Dallas motorcade taken by one Robert Croft. 
I did not get a chaNce to follow up this matter. I am 
enclosing copies of the documents with this letter. Please 
feel free to do your own investigation. Also, you asked me 
to send you copies of the SS bus route investigation and 
one other item. I wasn't able to get the other item, but 
I am enclosing a one page SS report on the bus routes which 
I think is what you wanted. 

Please keep in touch with the AIB. We admire your work 
tremendously and feel we can benefit greatly from continued 
contact with you. 

Sincerely, 

JAKAOCIT;w0 

Tim Kostman 


